199 chevy tahoe

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Absolutely amazing, they
were very nice and helpful, and I would completely recommend them. The truck was nothing like
it was pictured when I seen it I didn't even let them started. I looked at another truck clean
reasonable price but it wouldn't start. They put a jumper box on it and still wouldn't start. I took
the Jeep Patriot for a ride good running truck but way overpriced. I didn't get the truck I wanted
but they gave me a 5 year newer truck that has no rust and a near perfect body for the same
price thaks east coast auto. I wanna do my car buying with these people love the prices from
other places I have talked too very fair. They were honest about it. The salesman showed me
something better in the same price range. They responded right back but I had no way of
getting to flint but I did find me an equinox thanks so much. When you go to Auto Exchange and
you read the sign Family Business, they are true to the Words, they made me feel family that
drop by for the weekend I came with my son and daughter and t hff ey offered them Pizza, water
that was such a sweet gesture. I got the a very nice car and they gave been very honest, I sure
would tell more people to go there to buy a car. Thank you so very much, very happy customer
for sure. Was very professional and would like to purchase my next vehicle with this dealership.
Very responsive and helpful. I would give them five stars but my phone only went up to 4. Nice
honest dealership. Car has few issues that dealership is addressing. Good to see integrity in
the. Car business. The dealer responded in a timely manner, but just to tell me to come by the
dealership to see what they had. So, consequently, I did not go look at the vehicle I was
interested in. I was ready to pull the trigger on one of their vehicles so I had an outside
mechanic inspect the car and when they found thousands of dollars worth of issues the sales
rep got upset and said I had wasted his time because he jumped through all of these hoops for
me. I was blown away how unprofessional he was. Getting a car inspected is normal practice I
will never work with them again. I accidentally contacted them about this car I will be looking at
their inventory to see if they have anything that I would be interested in. Because they have a lot
of nicely used autos at fair prices. I had told him I was interested in the Honda. He never told me
the car was just sold. Went to look at a used car, salesmen were very rude, I drove the car, it
was filthy and still had trash in it and the salesman told me they would clean it out if I bought it.
The check engine light stays on in the car I was looking at which is the car listed above and they
told me they would not have their service department see what the problem was unless they
raise the price of the car. They were very friendly and helpful. I took truck for a test drive and
didn't feel pressured at all. Would have bought but I found something else. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Chevrolet Tahoe listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Image Not
Available. I LOVE everything about this car. It is bigger than my MDX so I am still adjusting but
the remodel is awesome!!! I love the huge moon roof and i love the brightness of the interior
lights. I honestly cannot say enough about this vehicle! The vehicle was in immaculate
condition as promised. Rides great, and has a lot of wonderful and convenient features. I highly
recommend the Chevy Tahoe. You dont have to buy the top of the line to get a lot of bells and
whistles. The car has great features, A great condition inside. Not much space for the trunk but
able to work with its small space. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Vehicle History.
Vehicle Listing Details. This vehicle ran when it came in, but now itneeds work. Come check it
out and save BIG on cheap wheels or part itout for more money. The vehicle identified is
inoperable or otherwisecannot be tested for emissions. After youfix it, then it can be tested.
This Chevy is just as remarkable in person as it is in the photos you see here with a straight and
solid body bright and shiny chrome and a smoke free interior. No cracks in the dash no rips in
the seats and the carpets are in great shape. Mechanically excellent its 5. Contact us right away
for your appointment to see this outstanding Tahoe! Sweet Wheels Great Deals COM or This
vehicle is not available in the Buy here Pay here program. This is a cash sale vehicle. Spotless,
inside and out! Be the only guy in town with this sweet ride. Lowered with 24's! Must see! Call
today to schedule your test drive. Just 30 minutes east of Albuquerque. Just minutes away!
Recent Arrival! TEXT us on our website. It's easy and no-hassle. Request a quote at
chandlerchevroletusa. We put our customers first. We welcome trade-ins and will buy your
vehicle whether or not you buy ours; come in for a free, friendly appraisal. We will come to you

or give you a ride. We believe that building good relationships with our customers comes before
all else, whether you're considering a new or used vehicle or stopping in for a quick oil change.
Welcome to Shea Automotive! Stop on in or call to schedule a test drive! Priced to move. Call us
Today!!! Super low finance rates are available at Your Auto Source!!! This vehicle is being sold
AS-IS due to model year. Our Value vehicles may have some known or unknown mechanical or
cosmetic flaws, but have passed a safety inspection. Please contact a sales specialist today at If
we don't have it we'll get it for you!!! This Chevrolet Tahoe is a great vehicle for families. This
model is roomy and has a smooth ride. This model has dependability you can trust. The
Chevrolet Tahoe is an all-around vehicle, well equipped for anything. Whether it is work or play
this is a very functional vehicle that will meet all your requirements. It handles exceptionally
well in the snow and ice. With over 25 years experience, Auto Vision Inc. We also service
customers nationwide, so even if you're not close to Brownsville, we can still help get you into
your dream car. We specialize in selling excellent quality pre-owned vehicles and providing an
unmatched customer service experience. We also pride ourselves on our competitive prices
and our variety of financing options. We're here to make your next purchase experience better
than any you've ever had, so feel free to call us at with any questions you might have. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 4, Cylinders 8 cylinders 5, Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Close
Jeff Benson Car Co. Price Drop. Not provided. New Listing. Five Star Dealer. Know The Deal.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Love My Chevy Tahoe. I can honestly
say I really enjoy the reliability of my Chevy Tahoe with it's powerful 5. I am a HVAC and
water-proofing contractor and this truck exceeds all my expectations. I also charter fish on Lake
Erie and this vehicle tows my Sea-Ray with little effort. I had to replace the fuel pump a couple
years ago.. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Compact sport-utility vehicles get most of the
attention nowadays, but for folks with big families or scads of goods to lug around they're just
not spacious enough inside. At a glance, the four-door Tahoe and larger Suburban look nearly
identical, but a Tahoe measures 20 inches shorter. Beneath the hood sits a Vortec V8, rated for
horsepower. Space is massive up front. Capable of towing as much as 7, pounds, four-door
Tahoes seat either five or six passengers, and an underbody-mounted spare tire helps boost
cargo space. On the Interstate, the Tahoe rides nicely, but the wide body takes some getting
used to if you're accustomed to compacts. Turning onto smaller roads, it suddenly feels more
like a truck. Easy to control either way, this sizable machine is reasonably maneuverable, if
driven with discretion. The V8 is strong, and the four-speed automatic transmission shifts
neatly. Think about the "entry assist" running boards if your regular riders aren't so nimble.
They help. So do the robust grab bars that ease entry into the rear seats. Rear cargo doors are
standard, but a lift glass version is available. In , Chevrolet introduced an optional automatic
four-wheel drive system that shifts between 2WD and 4WD as conditions warrant. No longer is it
necessary to push a button on the dashboard to actively engage four-wheel traction. For , the
cargo net has been deleted from the standard equipment list, and new colors have been added
to the paint chart. Why has Chevrolet begun producing the Tahoe already? Seems there was a
little problem with meeting Corporate Average Fuel Economy standards, so by switching to a
model year designation, GM has bought itself a little time to make up for the lousy fuel economy
the Tahoe tends to get. The typical prospect is a year-old man who currently drives a Chevy
Blazer and is attracted to a vehicle's size and power. With the introduction of the Ford
Expedition a few years ago, Chevrolet lost its dominance of the full-size SUV market. Further
complicating matters, the Tahoe is based on a decade-old platform, while the slightly larger,
slightly less expensive Expedition is derived from more modern F-Series underpinnings. The
Ford's edge will shrink by , when a completely redesigned Tahoe based on the all-new
Chevrolet Silverado pickup debuts. Buyers might want to wait for a while, because the new
truck will be much improved. However, a 2-door Tahoe will not make the cut for the next
millennium, so snap one up now while you have the chance. This single remaining full-size
2-door SUV has a limited future. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Tahoe. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan

in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Tahoe lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Powerful V8 engine. Easy to drive. Unrefined on-road ride. Mushy brake
pedal. Oddly reclined seatbacks. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The standard cargo net is deleted, and new colors
are added as Tahoe enters final model year on this platform. Read more. Write a review See all
96 reviews. Love My Chevy Tahoe. I can honestly say I really enjoy the reliability of my Chevy
Tahoe with it's powerful 5. I am a HVAC and water-proofing contractor and this truck exceeds all
my expectations. I also charter fish on Lake Erie and this vehicle tows my Sea-Ray with little
effort. I had to replace the fuel pump a couple years ago.. Read less. Gas mileage is a joke for
this truck, I think I am going to make a bumper sticker that said "I am supporting OPEC, one full
gas tank at the time". It doesn't help my truck had the towing package with 3. Of course in the
SoCal freeway we need to drive at 80MPH to keep up with the traffic flow, and this high speed
doesn't help. So the first thing you will have to replace on the 5. So learn how to do this
yourself. Second, make sure you drain and replace filter on the auto transmission fluid, and
while you at it might as well install the corvette servo and Transgo shift kit 4L60E-HD2. This
make your slush box shift a little quicker and actually make the the heavy vehicle feels lighter
on its wheels. Third, check the high pressure power steering hose, most of the time this will
also go bad. Fourth, check the brakes and replaced all worn out parts, this vehicle have a very
underrated braking system thus you need it at the tip top conditions just to have a decent
stopping distance. I also replaced the brake master cylinder to the NBS Tahoe master cylinder.
This help the braking a little but caution still needed when driving this heavy vehicle. Fifth, tune
up by replacing the plugs, dist. I don't see the need to replace the plug wires on tune up. Use
the good oil for older high mileage vehicle, like Valvoline Maxlife. Other things that needed to
repair on mine: 1. Passenger door latch - bent, caused difficulty in opening the door. Power
window main switch - rear passenger window will not work from the driver controller. Radio
light off - didn't fix yet. Vanity mirror light and cover off the sunshade broken - didn't fix yet.
Cracked top dashboard - GM used a very low quality plastic in my opinion, all the interior
plastics are suspect and especially the top dash cover. Headlights sometimes dimmed - didn't
fix yet and not really sure why. I should just left this beast on the 15 Freeway, but i just loved it
too much. The way you sit high and have good visibility at all angle it's just priceless! It's also
good for towing, even just towing the uhaul trailer. This truck inside creaks and groan as you
drive through rough surface and the dash completely rattling during driving through an
unimproved road, but still I loved it. Prime Example Of American Trucks! This is my 2nd go
round with a tahoe. My first was a 97 and was an excellent rig! My current tahoe is a 99 and
basicly reflects the 97 i had but has a few more cool options, Heated seats, Rear AC for the
kiddos, This rig is hard to beat for the money spent. The Engine performs excellent, has great
power and tows my lb boat all the time. I read a few reviews of people bashing the
transmissions in these tahoes but if you take care if it it will return the favor I. All in all this is an
excellent SUV for the money! I've owned a 94, 98, and 99 Tahoe, all of which have been
exceptional vehicles. My 99 currently has k, looks great, sounds great, and has been very
reliable. It might be slightly more expensive on gas than most vehicles, but the cheap
maintenance more than makes up for it. At k I replaced the mechanism that opens the
driver-side door. It was an easy fix and I was able to do it on my own in about 20 minutes. At k I
had to replace the fuel pump. From what I understand this is a fairly common fix. Be sure to
replace it with a GM factory fuel pump. Looking forward to many years on the road! See all 96
reviews of the Used Chevrolet Tahoe. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Tahoe. Sign
Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.

Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

